Abstract-Displaying anatomical and physiological information derived from preoperative medical images in the operating room is critical in image-guided neurosurgery. This paper presents a new approach referred to as augmented virtuality (AV) for displaying intraoperative views of the operative field over three-dimensional (3-D) multimodal preoperative images onto an external screen during surgery. A calibrated stereovision system was set up between the surgical microscope and the binocular tubes. Three-dimensional surface meshes of the operative field were then generated using stereopsis. These reconstructed 3-D surface meshes were directly displayed without any additional geometrical transform over preoperative images of the patient in the physical space. Performance evaluation was achieved using a physical skull phantom. Accuracy of the reconstruction method itself was shown to be within 1 mm (median: 0.76 mm 0.27), whereas accuracy of the overall approach was shown to be within 3 mm (median: 2.29 mm 0.59), including the image-to-physical space registration error.
MR images. Areas to be avoided could be language, motor or somesthetic areas extracted from functional MRI (fMRI), or magnetoencephalography (MEG). Reference anatomical structures could be cortical sulci segmented from MR images. During surgery, preoperative image-to-physical registration is performed. Image guidance mainly consists of displaying preoperative images related to the neurosurgeon's view of the operative field. This display is critical in MIGN.
Augmented Reality (AR) is one solution. In some neuronavigation systems, selected information from preoperative images is displayed as two-dimensional (2-D) monochromatic contours on the right ocular of the surgical microscope [5] . This solution has certain limitations. Multimodal and preoperative three-dimensional (3-D) images are only displayed as 2-D monochromatic contours on microscope oculars, with a resulting information loss [see Fig. 1 (a) and (c)]. To overcome this limitation, AR with 3-D graphics has been suggested by [6] , but only to display the 3-D surface of the target lesion, segmented from monomodal preoperative images. In [7] , 3-D preoperative images were projected stereoscopically on a head-mounted microscope. Stetten et al. [8] superimposed 2-D intraoperative ultrasonographic images over the patient via a half-silvered mirror. Liao et al. [9] also used a half-silvered mirror to display 3-D preoperative images over the patient using an auto-stereoscopic technique. Other groups overlaid 3-D preoperative images onto a 2-D macroscopic live video of the patient displayed on an external monitor. In [10] and [11] , segmented 3-D MRI and CT surfaces were overlaid with the live video of the operative field of view (FOV). Both approaches required projection of a patterned light onto the operative FOV for calibration.
The main limitation of AR approaches is that the composite AR image is restricted by the pose of the vision system. Moreover, extending this approach to multimodal images raises the issue of how to display a large amount of information without obstructing the normal vision of the operative FOV. A complementary approach is augmented virtuality (AV) which consists of "augmenting" virtual worlds with video images [12] . It has been proposed in image-guided surgery to texture 3-D preoperative surfaces with camera views [13] and to map 3-D surfaces reconstructed from 2-D direct light images of the intraoperative FOV to preoperative images [14] [15] [16] .
In this paper, we present a system for creating 3-D AV scenes for multimodal image-guided neurosurgery. An AV scene includes a 3-D surface mesh of the operative field reconstructed from a pair of stereoscopic images acquired through surgical microscope, and 3-D surfaces segmented from preoperative multi- modal images of the patient. We describe the performance evaluation of this system using a physical phantom and report the results of six surgical patients where AV was used in conjunction with AR (see Fig. 1 ). One surgical procedure is described in this paper. The clinical advantages of this visualization approach are highlighted in the context of brain surgery, mainly surgery of cortical lesions located in eloquent areas where multimodal preoperative images are needed.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Multimodal Neuronavigation
Six patients underwent surgery with multimodal neuronavigation as described in [3] . The planning stage was as follows. Before surgery, all patients underwent anatomical and functional examinations: 3-D T1 MRI, functional MRI (fMRI) and/or magneto-encephalography (MEG). Volumes of interest were segmented from these image datasets. MEG and fMRI datasets were registered on MRI, whose coordinate system is referred to as the "image coordinate system." Volumes of interest included the cortical surface, target volume, functional areas to be avoided, and cortical sulci. Planning involved selecting relevant information from the volumes of interest to be displayed during surgery. This information was saved as 3-D surfaces in Visualization Toolkit (VTK) format [17] (see Fig. 2 ).
The operating room was equipped with a standard neuronavigation system (ZEISS) including a workstation ( Surgical Tool Navigator), an optical localizer (FlashPoint Model 5000), and a surgical microscope (ZEISS NC4) tracked by the optical localizer by means of light emitting diodes (LEDs) [see Fig. 3(a) ]. A coordinate system was defined for the microscope. LEDs were also set on a pointer and a dynamic reference frame (DRF) attached to the patient's head. The coordinate system defined by the DRF is referred to as the "physical coordinate system." The LEDs were tracked by the 3-D optical localizer. Pointer and microscope locations were expressed in the physical coordinate system. Computation of the geometrical transformation between the physical and image coordinate systems was based either on anatomical landmarks, attached fiducial markers or skin surface.
B. Three-Dimensional Surface Mesh Reconstruction 1) Acquisition:
A stereovision system (Zeiss 3-D Compact Video Camera S2) was set up between the NC4 surgical microscope and the binocular tube [ Fig. 3(b) ]. It consisted of two compact charge coupled device cameras, one per microscope ocular. Its control unit contained both camera controls for processing the video signals from the left and right video cameras and it had a video out socket connected to an external computer. Acquisition consisted of sending the following to a computer via an Ethernet connection: and -images from left and right cameras, -the transformation matrix from the physical coordinate system to the microscope coordinate system, and the magnification and focal length settings. Only minimum magnification with minimum and maximum values of the focal length was used since only these values were calibrated. Image size was 5 3 cm for minimum focal length and 8 6 cm for maximum focal length.
2) Calibration: The first step of the calibration process consisted of finding intrinsic and extrinsic parameters for each camera using a calibration grid. To avoid updating calibration every time the microscope moved, extrinsic and intrinsic parameters were expressed in the microscope coordinate system. Extrinsic parameters (EPs) described the transformation from the 3-D coordinate system of the microscope to the 3-D coordinate system of the camera and were stored in and for the left and right camera, respectively where index denotes the left image, , , are the translational components and is the rotation matrix.
The intrinsic parameter (IP) matrix was denoted and for the left and right camera, respectively. It transformed the 3-D coordinate system of the camera into the pixel coordinate system of the camera image where index denotes the left image, denotes the horizontal pixel size, which is proportional to the focal length of the pinhole camera, denotes the scale factor to account for any uncertainty in horizontal scan-line resampling by the frame grabber, the angle between the pixel horizontal and vertical axes, and the pixel coordinates of the principal point. A pinhole camera model was used for both cameras. A flat calibration grid printed on a high precision laser printer was mounted on a flat surface. White squares on a black background were chosen for the pattern. For each camera, about 20 acquisitions were made per focal length and magnification setting pair. For each acquisition of each camera, a dozen points were automatically extracted from the image and manually matched with the corresponding points in a 2-D model of the calibration grid.
The coordinates of these points in the physical coordinate system were acquired with the pointer and expressed in the microscope coordinate system using . The extrinsic and intrinsic parameters for each camera were then iteratively computed by maximizing the likelihood of the pinhole camera model for the 20 acquisitions. This iterative computation was initialized by a Tsai calibration procedure [18] consisting of a direct computation of the calibration parameters.
The second step was to compute the rectification matrices of the stereovision system. In a stereovision system, a point in the left image and its corresponding point in the right image lie in conjugated epipolar lines. Rectification consisted of projecting and onto a common plane to make the conjugated epipolar lines collinear and parallel to the horizontal image axis. The rectification matrices and were obtained by decomposing the fundamental matrix to rectify the left and right images, respectively. The fundamental matrix defines the transformation between the pixel coordinates of left and right images according to the epipolar geometry constraints. It was computed from the extrinsic and intrinsic parameter matrices of both cameras for the minimum and maximum values of the focal length.
The results of the calibration process were and : 4 4 extrinsic parameter matrices, and : 4 3 intrinsic parameter matrices, and and : 3 3 rectification matrices. Calibration was performed for the minimum and maximum focal length values and the results were subsequently available for use in all the surgical cases. No additional calibration was required.
3) Reconstruction: During surgery, each new image pair ( and ) was rectified. The image computed from and using and respectively was denoted and respectively. Owing to rectification, a pixel of coordinate in corresponded to the pixel of coordinate in where denotes the disparity. A search interval for the disparity was experimentally determined for each focal length. We used [ 45;12] and [ 40;40] for the maximum and minimum values of the focal length, respectively. A disparity map was constructed by assigning a disparity value to each pixel in . The disparity value was estimated by point matching based on maximization of the zero-mean normalized sum of squared differences criteria (ZNSSD).
where is the argument to maximize in the search interval, and indices and denote the left and right image respectively, and the intensity of luminance at the pixel of the rectified image and respectively, and and the mean intensity over the correlation window of size 11 11 centered in the pixel . , are integers where and . Additional robustness for point matching was achieved by observing the ordering constraint, assuming that the ordering of matching points remains unchanged on conjugated epipolar lines. Moreover, the computed disparity value was assigned to the pixel if it was validated only. Validation of a disparity value consisted of comparing that maximized the ZNSSD criteria applied to with , where is computed by maximizing the ZNSSD criteria applied to , and is a threshold experimentally set at 3. When the disparity value was not validated, a default value referred to as a nonvalidated value was assigned to the pixel . The resulting disparity map was then smoothed by a median filter to eliminate erroneous points by morphological operators and local planar regression computed on a 11 11 window [19] . Morphological operator smoothing consisted of applying five openings to eliminate small areas followed by five closings to fill any holes.
The reconstruction matrix, noted as , was used to determine the coordinates in the physical coordinate system of a pixel on the disparity map. It was computed as follows. First, euclidean projective 3 4 matrices and for the left and right camera, respectively, were computed where and are the extrinsic parameter matrices, and are the intrinsic parameter matrices, and are the rectification matrices, and is the transformation matrix from the physical coordinate system to the microscope coordinate system. If the projection of a 3-D point on was , the projection of the same point onto was assumed to be . Therefore, the reconstruction matrix was written as follows:
where and Using VTK library [17] , a surface mesh was computed, composed of triangles for which each vertex had been computed from the disparity map If a pixel of the disparity map had the nonvalidated value, no vertex was computed for it. The surface meshes obtained at the end of this stage were referred to as "rough surface meshes."
Each surface mesh was textured by mapping the left image . Indeed, for each vertex of the surface mesh, the corresponding pixel in the disparity map and consequently in the left rectified image was known. Then, the corresponding pixel in the left image was computed using the inverse rectification matrix . For visualization purposes, rough surface meshes were then decimated and smoothed using Laplacian smoothing. Decimation was used to speed up the display. Smoothing was performed in order to fill any holes due to the points where disparity was not validated, and to remove outliers. The surface meshes at the end of the smoothing stage were referred to as 'smooth surface meshes. ' Computation time for generating a smooth surface mesh from 2 stereoscopic images was around 30 s on a Pentium 4 2.40-GHz processor with cache size 512 KB and 1 GB RAM.
C. Visualization
The image-to-physical transformation , as computed by the neuronavigation system, was applied to the 3-D surfaces extracted from the preoperative images. Therefore, the textured smooth surface mesh and the preoperative 3-D surfaces were both expressed in the physical coordinate system. Merging reality and virtuality did not require any additional registration. The result of our AV system consisted of a 3-D virtual scene including 3-D surfaces segmented from preoperative multimodal images and the 3-D textured smooth surface mesh. Finally, in the operating room, the neurosurgeon was able to visualize this 3-D scene and interact with it by toggling each component of the scene on and off, or changing its opacity or color. The surgeon was also able to change the pose of the overall scene.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON PHANTOM
Performance evaluation was used to assess AV system accuracy in clinical settings using a physical skull phantom. Accuracy was evaluated by comparing surface meshes of the physical skull phantom reconstructed from a pair of stereoscopic images and expressed in the physical coordinate system, with reference surfaces of the skull expressed in the same physical coordinate system.
In [20] , the preliminary results were presented for the rough surface meshes only, and for two reference surfaces considered as gold-standards. In this paper, we extend the evaluation study with a third reference surface that provides a new gold-standard. In addition, the three reference surfaces that were used in three performance evaluation procedures were compared with both rough and smooth surface meshes.
The first procedure was used to study the overall performance of the AV system including image-to-physical registration error. The corresponding reference surface [see Fig. 4(a) ] was the 3-D surface of a physical skull phantom segmented from a CT scan and registered to the physical coordinate system using attached fiducial markers.
The second procedure was used to check the effect of the image-to-physical registration error on the overall performance. For this procedure, the reference surface was the same physical skull phantom surface which was registered using points and a surface described by a cloud of 2000 points acquired with the neuronavigation system pointer.
Finally, the third procedure was used to estimate the error due to the calibration and reconstruction methods alone. The third reference surface [see Fig. 4(b) ] was computed from a 2000-point cloud.
A standardized framework, as suggested in [21] , was applied to describe these three procedures (see Table I ). The evaluation data (images, calibration matrices and reference surfaces) can be downloaded from http://idm.univ-rennes1.fr/theme1/AV_ validation.
The effect of two input parameters on performance was studied, i.e., specularity and microscope focal length. Two specularity values were studied: mat and bright. The bright FOV was obtained by covering the skull phantom with gel. Two values for microscope focal length were used: minimum and maximum length. These two values corresponded to the two extreme values of possible microscope focal settings.
For the first procedure, the skull phantom had a high resolution CT scan ( with an isotropic voxel size of 0.48 millimeters), with 8 attached fiducial markers. These markers were identified in the CT scan images and localized in the physical coordinate system with the neuronavigation system pointer. The rigid geometrical transformation computed between the image and physical space was subsequently applied to the CT scan volume. To obtain an estimate of registration quality, the target registration error (TRE) [22] was computed over the surface of the skull phantom. The surface of the registered CT scan volume was then extracted using a marching cubes algorithm. Since the skull had thickness, the extracted surface was made up of an inner and an outer surface. To compare with the surface meshes, the first reference was defined as the outer surface of the skull phantom.
For the second procedure, the same reference surface as in the first procedure was used, the only difference lying in image-tophysical registration. For this procedure, we acquired a cloud of 2,000 points by scanning the surface of the physical skull phantom with the pointer. The surface of the CT scan skull was then registered using both fiducial markers and this point cloud according to the iterative closest point (ICP) method.
For the third procedure, the 2000-point cloud was acquired on the physical skull phantom and expressed in the physical coordinate system. The reference surface was obtained by triangulating the point cloud using Delaunay's method.
Each evaluation procedure was performed twice, for the rough and the smooth surface meshes. A full four (2 specularity levels 2 focal lengths) factorial design was used. 75 image pairs were acquired per combination. These 300 image pairs were acquired from different viewpoints, moving the microscope to cover the whole facial part of the skull. For the first and second procedures, the 300 surface meshes were studied. In the third procedure, we manually selected 178 meshes, which had a covering rate of 100% of the surface generated from the 2000-point cloud.
For the three procedures, the evaluation metric was the distance in millimeters from each vertex of a mesh (more than 30 000 vertices per mesh) to the nearest point in the reference surface. This was achieved using the ICP algorithm. For each surface mesh, the ICP was used with the reference surfaces as targets. Each result prefixed by "i." means ICP applied to one surface mesh. The ICP results adopted for one mesh included the median (referred to as i.median), standard deviation (referred to as i.stddev) and maximum value (referred to as i.max). We defined the success ratio as the percentage of points reconstructed at a correct location compared with the total number of points, expressed by where: stands for the reconstruction ratio, i.e., percentage of points reconstructed compared with the total number of studied points; and stands for the quality ratio, i.e., the number of points of the reconstructed surface mesh under a threshold compared with the total number of reconstruction points. The threshold was determined as the worst i.median.
Quality indexes were defined for the three procedures as follows.
• Precision was defined as standard deviation and the maximum i.median, i.max and i.stddev values.
• Accuracy was defined as the mean of the different i.median values.
• Robustness was defined as the results obtained for the worst parameter combination and the success ratio .
• Input parameter effect was checked using analysis of variance for i.mean and .
IV. RESULTS
A. Performance Evaluation Results
1) Input Parameter Effect:
To study the effect of focal length and specularity on performance, rough surface meshes were grouped according to the 4 factorial design. The distribution of i.median is shown for the three procedures in Fig. 5 . Parameter effect was unrelated to the procedure. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with two factors (focal length and specularity) of the i.mean and the reconstruction ratio was performed on the samples of the first procedure. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . The high impact of focal length on accuracy was assumed since the focal length had a significant impact on i.mean (p-value ) and a mean difference of about 2.5 mm. The impact of focal length on is significant but unimportant (p-value ). These results were similar when studying the smooth surface meshes.
2) Results of the First Procedure:
We studied the 300 rough surface meshes and the 296 smooth surface meshes. The i.median values, computed for over 30 000 vertices for each of the 150 rough surface meshes with minimum focal length, had a mean value of 2.29 0.59 with a Q75 of 2.65 mm and a maximum value of 4.32 mm. For the minimum focal length value in the case of the 146 smooth surface meshes, the i.median values were slightly higher, with a mean value of 2.56 0.57 and a maximum value of 4.61 mm. When both focal length levels were considered, the results for the mean of i.median were 3.47 1.36 mm and 3.53 1.17 for the rough and smooth surface meshes, respectively. The mean TRE was 3 mm on the front part of the skull where the stereo images were acquired. A Wilcoxon nonparametric test showed that the Q95 of i.RMS for all focal length values can be considered as below the TRE for both the rough and smooth surface meshes. For all the focal length values and rough surface meshes, the success ratio had a mean value of 62.15% with a threshold of 5 mm. The minimum value of was 24.38%, however 219 out of 300 surface meshes had an of over 55%. The best result of 84.15% was obtained for a high specularity and minimum focal length value.
3) Results of the Second Procedure: For each of the 150 rough surface meshes with minimum focal length, the i.median values, computed for over 30 000 vertices, had a mean value of 1.09 0.31 mm with a Q75 of 1.26 mm and a maximum value of 2.17 mm. For the 146 smooth surface meshes with minimum focal length, the values were slightly higher with 1.8 0.45 mm. For all the focal length values, the maximum distance was 6.73 mm for the rough meshes and 5.65 mm for the smooth meshes.
4) Results of the Third Procedure:
For all the 111 surface meshes with minimum focal length, the mean i.median value was 0.76 0.27 mm for the rough surface meshes and 1.07 0.47 mm for the smooth surface meshes. For the minimum focal length values, a Wilcoxon test showed that the median was within 1 mm (p-value ) for rough surface meshes and 1.5 mm (p-value ) for smooth surface meshes.
B. Clinical Cases
Our system was used in six surgical procedures in conjunction with AR for three brain cavernomas and three low-grade brain tumors. For patient 1, the cavernoma was located in the right frontal lobe, for patient 2 in the left medial temporal lobe and for patient 3 in the right central region. The low-grade tumors were located, for patients 4 and 5, in the left frontal lobe and, for patient 6, in the right frontal lobe. Below we describe how our system was used during the resection of a left frontal low-grade glioma on a 31-year-old male patient (patient 4). The patient underwent preoperative 3-D MRI and fMRI for language and motor activations. Three-dimensional surfaces were automatically or semi-automatically segmented from MR images: cortex, skin, target lesion, superior and inferior frontal sulci, and the mean and superior part of the precentral sulcus. fMRI was registered to 3-D MRI, and revealed that the linguistic activations were mostly located in the posterior and inferior part of the lesion. Motor activations were located behind the precentral sulcus about 10 millimeters from the posterior part of the lesion. This functional information was also extracted and stored in VTK file format as 3-D surfaces. An entire 3-D scene was created and transparency and color were chosen for each 3-D surface (see Fig. 2 ). During the planning stage, the neurosurgeon was able to interact with the original preoperative images and the 3-D scene obtained from these images. During surgery, the image-to-physical geometrical transformation was computed using anatomical landmarks and a cloud of frontal points, and applied to the preoperative 3-D scene. Surgery was performed with the patient in the dorsal decubitus and semi sitting position.
An initial surface mesh of the patient's skin was reconstructed (see Fig. 7 ). This reconstruction enabled the neurosurgeon to check the image-to-physical registration results. After the scalp incision and elevation, a second reconstruction was requested by the surgeon to help understand the spatial relationship between the operative FOV and the preoperative scene. After opening the bone, stereoscopic image acquisition of the dura mater was performed (see Fig. 8 ). During dura mater opening, care was taken to preserve the arachnoid plane to limit brainshift. A surface mesh of the arachnoid was reconstructed (see Fig. 9 ).
The neurosurgeon checked the anatomical and functional information by navigating through the AV scene. When the arachnoid was opened, the cortical surface was deformed. Another surface mesh of the cortical surface was reconstructed and highlighted the brainshift. AV was used to evaluate anatomical deformation from a qualitative viewpoint (see Fig. 10 ). Surgical tumor removal was tangent to the inferior and superior frontal sulci and behind the precentral sulcus. At the end of surgery, a new surface mesh was reconstructed. The resulting AV scene again confirmed the extent of anatomical deformation.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We developed an AV system for use in the operating room which displays 3-D textured surface meshes of the operative FOV in a 3-D virtual scene including preoperative images of the patient. This AV system is totally noninvasive and does not require any additional costly hardware. Performance evaluation and the first clinical cases have proved its feasibility and usefulness.
A. Performance Evaluation
The system includes a number of software components, each one being a potential source of error (e.g., 3-D localization, image-to-physical registration, fiducial identification, calibration and reconstruction). Three evaluation procedures were used to differentiate between overall system error and intrinsic error related to surface mesh reconstruction, including calibration. Overall system accuracy was determined by the two procedures based on the CT scan outer surface. For both procedures, this accuracy was within the image-to-physical registration error, with the best results for the second procedure. . AV scene after dura mater opening for patient 4: same AV scene as in Fig. 1(d) from a different viewpoint. Opacity of the surface mesh was decreased. The scale of the cube is one unit for one centimeter.
In [23] , image-to-physical registration based on a combination of fiducials and surface as used in the second procedure showed an error lower than the fiducial-based registration method used in the first procedure.
We have thus shown that image-to-physical registration accuracy had a considerable effect on system accuracy. The accuracy of surface mesh reconstruction, including reconstruction and calibration, was computed during the third procedure based on the comparison with the reference surface obtained from the point cloud. It was shown to be within 1.5 mm for the smooth surface meshes. For results with the minimum focal length only, precision defined by the standard deviation was below 0.6 mm for all the evaluation procedures and both rough and smooth surface meshes.
The robustness of our system has also been demonstrated. Correct results were obtained for all 300 rough surface meshes and for 98.6% of the smooth surface meshes. The failures observed on the smooth surface meshes can be explained by the low reconstruction ratio of the corresponding rough surface meshes. We have also shown the effect of focal length on our system's performance. This can be explained by the fact that a maximum focal length requires a higher working distance for the same magnification value. Consequently, image resolution is better for a lower focal length value.
Additionally, we computed the reconstruction ratio for the surface meshes reconstructed in the six clinical cases. The results of with skin, bone, or cortex images were similar to those computed on the phantom. For one clinical case only, described in Section IV-B, the surface mesh of the skin with a maximum focal length value was compared with the skin surface segmented from preoperative MRI and rigidly registered to the physical space. The results obtained were promising: 3.05
1.54 mm with a maximum distance of 6 mm. However, certain limitations of the performance evaluation should be brought to attention. With our former neuronavigation system, we did not have access to numerical values for microscope settings. Consequently, calibration was only processed for the extreme values. Ideally, calibration must be performed for all focal lengths and magnification settings or at least for a limited set of these settings. Interpolation techniques could be used for the remaining non calibrated focal length and magnification values [6] .
Additionally, performance evaluation was limited by the fact that the ICP evaluation metric might over-evaluate performance as ICP does not provide a symmetrical distance. However, use of a statistical estimator such as the median for all the point-to- point distances of the same surface mesh moderated this underestimation of the real distance.
B. Comparison With Other Works
In the reconstruction method used in our system, local deformations were observed by the rough and smooth surface meshes, whereas in [16] the surface meshes were adapted to a spherical model. Moreover, local zones which are too dark or have too high specularity do not affect the rest of the surface reconstruction, unlike [15] . Besides, while in [16] accuracy has been studied with five points of one surface mesh, our performance evaluation concerned more than 30 000 points for each of the 178-300 rough surface meshes and more than 5000 points for each of the 152-296 smooth surface meshes.
Our work involves combining views of the real world with preoperative virtual images. There are two approaches currently available: AR and AV. One of the arguments in favor of AR is that direct overlaying of preoperative images in the microscope ocular means that the neurosurgeon need not look up at the neuronavigation workstation, and can consequently focus attention on the operative FOV. However, during surgery, the neurosurgeon may need to look up from the microscope, to reflect on the surgical gesture or rest at critical moments. Moreover, displaying all multimodal information can obstruct the surgeon's view of the operative FOV. At these moments, the AV approach would appear very useful in conjunction with AR. Furthermore, whereas AR is limited by the pose of the vision system, AV allows the surgeon to visualize the 3-D scene according to any viewing direction.
C. Advantages and Limitations of Our AV System
The system is separate from the neuronavigation software. It was used in turn on an SMN system from ZEISS, an system from SNS and is currently being implemented on the Medtronic SNT StealthStation. Our system does not clutter up the operating room with additional and costly hardware. The AV scene can be computed and displayed on the workstation of any neuronavigation system and the compact 3-D video cameras can simply be plugged into the microscope. Since our system worked with a neuronavigation system, the intraoperative surface meshes showing the operative FOV were directly expressed in the physical coordinate system. They can therefore be directly merged with the preoperative images previously registered to the physical space. Furthermore, additional information could be included in the 3-D scene such as new imaging modalities, intraoperative images or information from anatomical digital atlases registered with the patient.
After opening the arachnoid, cortical surface deformation is significant [24] , and the preoperative information no longer corresponds to the anatomical reality of the patient. Consequently, the 3-D surfaces segmented from the preoperative images had shifted in relation to the surface mesh, which reflected the actual anatomy of the patient. Our system is therefore less advantageous when surgical resection actually begins. However, the rough surface meshes would appear accurate enough to quantify cortical surface deformations. This could be used to update preoperative information, located near the cortical surface only. Indeed, further deep structures are subject to deformations which are difficult to predict from surface deformations alone [25] .
To conclude, in addition to AR, this AV system facilitates the intraoperative understanding of the spatial relationship between the operative field and the complex 3-D multimodal scene, which includes preoperative images of the patient. With this system, neurosurgeons and clinical staff in the operating room are able to freely interact with the resulting 3-D scene. Finally, this visualization approach constitutes a valuable teaching aid for clinical staff present during surgery.
